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just like calman levels 4 and 6, the calman rgb level 7 can calibrate five displays at once. however, it costs
$1699, and is the only level that can actually perform remote inspections. remote inspections are useful if you

have a group of monitors that are being shared by more than one person. with this level, you can calibrate
each monitor individually, or you can calibrate all of the monitors at once. when calibrating all the monitors at
once, the ccrs will be combined. if youre building or renovating a new home, office, or studio, take advantage
of calman calibration kits to make sure your project is completely color-accurate. calman calibration kits will
ensure that nothing is missed in a color critical environment. if youre working on an existing project, calman
calibration kits can work to ensure that important details are preserved and displayed in the most accurate

way possible. no matter where you are in your project, calman calibration kits are a must have. trust calman
calibration solutions for all of your color critical environments. with calman calibration solutions, youll be well-
equipped to ensure that all of your displays, from television sets, projectors, and monitors, are producing color

accurately. we should also mention 3d lut support; also known as color cube. this is an autocal procedure
where calman calibrates multiple saturation levels for each primary and secondary color. while no displays

support this, there are some outboard video processors that do. if youre able to take advantage of the feature
for your tv or projector, youll enjoy the most accurate color possible.
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a few helpful tips: if you save the file to a different directory than where the calibration page was saved,
the next time you open the file, the calibration page will open in the new directory. the files are saved in
the users desktop. the first time you open a cube file, calman studio will ask if you want to add the file to
the collection of calibration files. the calman monitor can be calibrated using a standard color calibration
kit (like the triton), or even an off-the-shelf colorimeter. in either case, the triton and calman monitor can
use the same lut files, so you can use the same lut for calibration and for display. you can view the.cube

files in calman studio as well as use them with a standard colorchecker or colorchecker pre-test. after
downloading, youll be presented with a big list of options. to start, click on calman studio. this will lead you

to the main calman screen, where youll select whether you want to calibrate a computer monitor, a
computer, a dlp projector, or a tv. this makes it easy to choose the best solution for your needs. the

display type will determine what type of calibration method is most appropriate. if youre calibrating a
computer monitor, youll want to choose a computer calibration. this will provide you with a green/magenta

curve to adjust as needed, along with a colorimeter for measurement. for a pc, youll have a few more
options, including chromacal or calman rgb, which lets you calibrate a monitor as well as a computer

and/or tv. as mentioned above, calman retails for around $1,000 and includes all the functionality of every
other calman level, as well as full meter and pattern source support. this article will focus on only calman

rgb. 5ec8ef588b
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